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Phenomenological model of the nonlinear microwave response of a superconductor
containing weak links
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A phenomenological model is proposed which describes the effect of both dc and rf magnetic fieldsH on the
microwave surface impedance,Zs5Rs1 jXs , of a superconductor containing weak links. Two types of the
weak links are considered; a weak link between two grains, shunted by another grain, and a nonshunted weak
link. In both cases, the dependences ofRs andXs on appliedH were found to be anomalous. Under certain
conditions, the values ofZs(H) can fall below the zero-field values. Comparison with experiment is performed,
and very good qualitative and~in some cases! quantitative agreement is found.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave breakdown, being one of the most fascinat
phenomenon of the contemporary physics of supercondu
ity, is not yet fully understood. A few simple phenomen
logical models1–3 developed recently have helped to sh
some light on the mechanisms of the microwave nonlinea
in high-temperature superconductors~HTS’s!. However, in
the last few years, there have appeared some observatio
quite unusual features in both the rf and dc field dependen
of the microwave surface impedance,Zs5Rs1 jXs . Both
the surface resistanceRs and the surface reactanceXs were
reported to change nonmonotonically with field in epitax
HTS thin films.4–8 Here, the values ofRs andXs in applied
fieldsH were sometimes seen to fall below the relevant ze
field values. Several hypotheses have been put forth to
plain these peculiarities inZs(H). Among them are stimula
tion of superconductivity6,7,9 and field-induced alignment o
magnetic impurity spins.4,7,10 However, we are not aware o
any theoretical model ofZs(H) incorporating the above
mentioned scenarios.

An anomalous behavior inZs(H) is not a new feature
solely inherent to HTS’s only. Similar phenomena have a
been reported for low-Tc superconductors~see, e.g., Refs. 11
and 12! subject to simultaneously applied ac and dc magn
fields. In particular, low-frequency anomalies inZs(H) have
been ascribed to the field-dependent surface ene
barrier.12,13 Though these low-Tc mechanisms may bea
something in common with the anomalous behavior repo
for HTS’s, there seem to be other unique properties of
metal oxides, such as intrinsically formed magne
impurities,10 as well as the enhanced anisotropy and inhom
geneity of HTS’s, which are currently believed to be respo
sible for the observed anomalies inZs(H).4,5,7

Recently, a phenomenological model developed by G
lop et al.14 to explain the difference in the effect of dc and
magnetic fields uponZs was unexpectedly found to give
reduction of the microwave losses (Rs) with increased field.
In that model, the microwave response of a Josephson w
link ~WL! shunted by a superconducting grain was cons
0163-1829/2001/63~9!/094512~7!/$15.00 63 0945
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ered. However, no reduction ofXs with the field can be
obtained within the framework of Gallop’s model, sayin
nothing about the correlating decrease of bothRs(H) and
Xs(H), as was experimentally observed by some groups4,8

In the present paper, we present a unified model for
microwave response of a superconductor containing WL
considered as long Josephson junctions~JJ’s!. We treat the
superconductor as an effective medium consisting of t
subsystems, the grains and the weak links. Here, the gr
possess the properties of the bulk superconductor, and
weak links may be either a superconductor with reduc
critical parameters (Hc1 , Jc , etc.! or a normal conductor
with induced superconductivity via the proximity effect. Th
surrounding grains and the WL itself are modelled by
equivalent circuit, the elements of which, resistivities a
inductivities, represent dissipative and inertial processe
the material. Two types of WL’s are considered: first,
simple WL between two grains, and second, a WL shun
by another third grain,15 which is strongly coupled to the
other two grains. These two topologies are hereafter refe
to as ‘‘the nonshunted’’ and ‘‘the shunted WL geometry
respectively. The second geometry was previously con
ered by Gallop et al.,14 using the effective-medium
approximation16 for expressing the Josephson penetrat
depthlJ as a function of the average grain sizea. The above
approach, however, is justified only if bothlJ and lL@a,
wherelL is the London penetration depth.

Another main assumption of this paper~in addition to the
concept of the shunting grain! is that for high-quality HTS
films, due to high critical current densities,Jc ~in excess of
1010 A/m2), and larger grain sizes~up to severalmm, see,
e.g., Ref. 17!, the effective-medium approximation forlJ
breaks down and the weak links have to be considered
long JJ’s. In this case,lJ is no longer dependent ona, but
rather depends on the magnetic thickness of the junct
dm52lL1d; here,d is the grain separation. Another impo
tant feature of the model presented here is that the junc
resistivity rJ is considered to be magnetic-field depende
due to modulation of the quasiparticle transport at low fie
and flux flow dissipation at higher fields. This field depe
dence, which was always ignored in earlier weakly coup
grain models~see, e.g., Ref. 18!, proved to be very importan
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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ANTON V. VELICHKO AND ADRIAN PORCH PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 094512
and allowed the description of the majority of the unus
features inZs(H) of HTS thin films both at qualitative and
~in some cases! quantitative levels.

II. MODEL

The model presented here is based on the equivalent
cuit description of superconductors.19 The general equivalen
circuit, comprising both the situations modelled in t
present paper, is shown in Fig. 1. The effective comp
resistivity of the grains, according to Fig. 1, in the limit o
rs1@v l s ~which is always valid for frequenciesf
<100 GHz (f 52p/v) and temperaturesT not too close to
the critical temperatureTc), can be written as

r̃g.
~v l s!

2

rs1
1 j v l s . ~1!

Note that in the above limit,l g5 l s ; here,l g and l s are the
effective and the real grain inductivities, respectively.

The main assumptions of the model are as follows. T
magnetic field~rf and dc! affects the critical current densit
of the junctionJc and the junction resistivityrJ , as well as
the bulk~grain! penetration depthlg . Both rf and dc current
densitiesJr f andJdc associated with applied rf and dc field
are assumed to be small enough, so as not to cause the
penetration into the grains. In order words, within the wh
range of the applied field, grains are assumed to be in
Meissner state. However, nonlinear dissipation arises wi
the grains due to pair breaking produced by the rf curre
According to the theory of Dahm and Scalapino,20 for a su-
perconductor withdx22y2-wave symmetry of the order pa
rameter, the superfluid densityns should vary with magnetic
field as follows

ns~T,H !

n
5S lg~0!

lg~T! D
2

•@12bu~T!~H/Hg!2#, ~2!

where the coefficientbu depends onT and the direction of
current flow with respect to the planar Cu-O bonds@or anti-
nodes of the gap function,D(u,T)5D0(T)cos(2u)#. The
scaling fieldHg is of the order of the thermodynamic critica
field Hc . From Eq.~2! it follows that the nonlinear contri-
bution to the penetration depth and quasiparticle resisti
can be written as

lg
2~T,H !5lg

2~T!•@11bu~T!~H/Hg!2#, ~3!

FIG. 1. Equivalent circuit of a grain-shunted weak link. He
rJ f andv l J f are real and imaginary parts of the complex flux flo

resistivity, withr̃J f given by Eq.~11!. In the case of the nonshunte
weak link, the lowermost part of the circuit representing the shu
ing grain is absent.
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rs1~T,H !5
m

e2t@n2ns~T,H !#
, ~4!

wherem, e, andt are mass, charge, and scattering time
the quasiparticles, andn is the total electron density.

From Eq.~1! it follows that the real part ofr̃g is given by

rg~H !5
@v l g~H !#2

rs1~H !
, ~5!

wherers1 andl g are field-dependent quantities in accordan
with Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

The field dependence of the critical current of a Joseph
tunnel junction is given by21

I c~H !5I c0•
sin~pF/F0!

pF/F0
;I c0•

sin~H/HJ!

H/HJ
, ~6!

whereHJ is the relevant scaling field (;Hc1J , the junction
lower critical field!. However, according to Mahelet al.,22

for an ensemble of JJ’s with a random distribution of critic
currents and dimensions, the following magnetic-field dep
dence ofI c is expected

I c~H !5I c0•
1

11H/HJ
, ~7!

where HJ is the junction scaling field, which equal
F0 /@2m0lJ(0)lg(0)# for a long junction. The above equa
tion represents the envelope of the Fraunhofer pattern,
~6!, at high fields. Moreover, this type ofI c(H) is often
observed experimentally~see, e.g., Refs. 17 and 19!, and
therefore we adopt it in our model.

Since in a long JJ the transport current is not distribu
homogeneously, but rather flows only within the penetrat
depthlJ , the critical current densityJc is related toI c as
follows ~see, e.g., Ref. 23!

Jc~H !5I c~H !/Se f f5I c~H !/$4lJ~H !@a2lJ~H !#%, ~8!

whereSe f f is the effective area of the junction through whic
the current flows.

The Josephson penetration depth can be described as~see,
e.g., Ref. 21!

lJ~H !5A \

2em0Jc~H !dm
. ~9!

We further assume that the junction resistivityrJ is also
dependent on magnetic field via two different nonline
mechanisms in the junction, namely nonlinear pair break
~at low H) and flux flow~at higherH). Similarly to the grain
resistivity rg , the expression for the junction resistivity ca
be written as

rJ~T,H !5rJ0@n2ns~T,H !#, ~10!

whererJ0 is the low-field value of the junction resistivity
We should emphasize here that though the weak link m
rial is in general different from that of the bulk, we consid

t-
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF THE NONLINEAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 094512
it to be superconducting with reduced critical paramete
Therefore we apply the same Drude model to describe
conductivity ~resistivity! of the weak links as a function o
the quasiparticle concentration. Here we neglect such
cesses as Josephson and quasiparticle quantum tunn
through the WL’s, which might lead to qualitatively differen
field dependence of the junction resistivity. Such an assu
tion is justified only if the characteristic size of the WL r
gions in theab plane is big enough compared to the coh
ence length, j (;2 nm for YBaCuO at low T).
Interestingly, recent atom-probe field ion microscopy expe
ments by Huet al.24 have demonstrated that in nonoptima
doped YBaCuO, the width of an oxygen deficient regi
around the twin boundaries~which are the main type of wea
links in YBaCuO films! can be as large as 6–7 nm. The
observations suggest that the direct quantum~Josephson or
quasiparticle! tunneling may not be the main mechanism
the charge transfer through the natural WL’s in HTS mate
als.

Another contribution to the junction resistivity at hig
fields in our model comes from the flux flow mechanism25

r̃J f~H !5
F0m0H

hJ@11 j vJd~H !/v#
, ~11!

where the depinning frequencyvJd(H)(vJd52p f Jd) bears
the field dependence of the critical current, i.
vJd(H)/vJd(0)5Jc(H)/Jc(0) @see Eq.~8!#. Here,hJ is the
flux viscosity within the WL’s. The inductivities of the
grains and the junction are given by

l g5m0lg
2 , l J5m0lJ

2 , ~12!

respectively, and the total effective resistivity of the juncti
is

re f f5~12m!r̃g1mF 1

r̃g

1~ r̃J1 r̃J f!
21G21

, ~13!

where r̃g is given by Eq.~1!, and r̃J5(1/rJ11/j v l J)
21.

Herem represents a relative contribution of WL’s compar
to that of the grains~analogous to the areal WL ratiom
introduced by Halbritter17 to describe the surface impedan
of granular superconductors!. This expression is valid for the
shunted WL geometry. For the case of the nonshunted ju
tion, the first term in the square brackets of Eq.~13! has to be
omitted. In addition, for the shunted WL geometry, a part
the transport current~both rf and dc! will flow through the
shunting grain. If one takes into account that rf circuits u
ally operate in the current source regime~i.e., I r f 5const;
see, e.g., Ref. 21!, additional weighting factors have to b
introduced in the expressions for the grain penetration de
Eq. ~3!, the grain resistivity, Eq.~5!, the junction critical
current, Eq.~7!, and the junction resistivity, Eqs.~10! and
~11!. These weighting factors should essentially be the ra
of ~the real parts of! the relevant conductivities

aJ5ReF ~ r̃J1 r̃J f!
21

~ r̃J1 r̃J f!
211~rg1 j v l g!21G ,
09451
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aJ512ag ~14!

where the indices ‘‘g’’ and ‘‘ J’’ denote grains and junction
respectively. For dc currents, these factors will be differe
but here we shall not consider the case of a dc field for
shunted junction geometry. Finally, the surface impedanc
the whole structure is

Zs
e f f5Aj vm0re f f. ~15!

All the simulations in this paper were performed numerica
by simultaneously solving the system of Eqs.~3!, ~4!, ~7!–
~11!, and~14!.

III. SAMPLES

The two YBaCuO thin films studied here are deposited
e-beam co-evaporation onto polished~001!-orientated MgO
single-crystal substrates 10310 mm2. The films are 350 nm
thick. Thec-axis misalignment of the films is typically les
than 1%, and the dc critical current densityJc at 77 K is
around 23106 A/cm2. Critical temperature determined b
magnetic susceptibility measurements was;87 K for both
the samples. The values ofRs are 35 and 50mV, andl is
210 and 135 nm, as determined by low-power microwa
measurements using the coplanar resonator technique
GHz.26 Average surface roughness was in the range of 2
nm for both of the samples. The characteristics of these fi
are comparable with those of the best films fabricated
present~for review see, e.g., Ref. 5!, which testifies about
very high quality of the samples studied in this work.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the geometry of the shunted weak link only the case
the rf field dependence ofZs is considered, with weighting
factors for rf current given by Eq.~14!. The only variable
parameter in this case is the junction critical currentJc(0). A
remarkable feature of this geometry is that at highJc(0)
(>531010 A/m2), Rs(H) may decrease monotonous
starting from the lowest fields, being accompanied by a s
linear (;Hn,n,1) increase ofXs(H) ~Fig. 2!. At lower
Jc(0), asharp maximum inRs(H) appears, which become
broader and shallower, and, finally, disappears with furt
decrease inJc(0) ~see dashed and solid lines in Fig. 2!.
Eventually,Rs(H) translates into a sublinear function ofH,
similar to Xs(H). It should be noted that with the change
Jc(0), rather insignificant transformation occurs inXs(H),
which almost preserves its functional form, whereasRs(H)
changes dramatically.

Figure 3 demonstrates a fitting of experimental data
one of the films studied in this work to the present mode
low (;20 K, the main figures! and high (;60 K, the in-
sets! temperatures. Excellent qualitative and quantitat
agreements are observed. As one can see, in accordance
the model, with increasedT ~decreasedJc) the shape of
Rs(H) undergoes a noticeable change, whereas the fu
tional form of Xs(H) remains nearly the same.

Recently, several research groups~see, e.g., Refs. 4,5,8!,
have found a correlated decrease ofRs(H) and Xs(H) in
2-3
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ANTON V. VELICHKO AND ADRIAN PORCH PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 094512
high-quality YBaCuO thin films. Such a behavior can also
reproduced in our model for the nonshunted WL geometry
the limit of relatively smallJc (<108 A/m2), as shown in
Fig. 4. The simulation is performed for three different valu
of parameterbu @see Eqs.~2! and ~3!#. As one can see, th
increased value ofbu , which for d-wave superconductor ca
occur at low (t<0.1, wheret5T/Tc) and high (t>0.7)
temperatures,20 leads to an appearance of a minimum
Rs(H) and Xs(H). Here, the minimum inXs(H) develops
earlier~at lower fields!, and is followed by an increase ofXs
at higherH. This is in a very good qualitative agreeme
with the experimental results on another film we studied
this work ~see Fig. 4!, though we did not perform fitting to
the experimental data in this case.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The correlated anomalous decrease ofRs(H) andXs(H)
for the nonshunted geometry takes its origin in the fie
dependent quasiparticle resistivity of the junctionrJ , which
decreases withH. The latter, in turn, originates from th
modulation of the quasiparticle density by the magnetic fi
via the nonlinear pair breaking effect. According to Dah
and Scalapino,20 the pair breaking in HTS’s can be signifi
cantly facilitated at low (t,0.1) and high (t.0.7) tempera-

FIG. 2. Simulated magnetic field,B dependence of the surfac
resistanceRs , and the surface reactanceXs for the shunted weak
link for different values of Jc(0) (43109, 131010, and 5
31010 A/m2 for dotted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively!. The
data shown by dashed lines are offset by 11.5mV @Rs(B)# and

7.7 mV @Xs(B)# for clarity. The ratiov l J(0)/Re@ r̃J f#, which in
this case is the relevant parameter determining the shape ofZs(B),
is given in the figure next to each curve. Other parameters of
simulation are as follows:f 583109 Hz; rs1(0)5131026

V m; Bg5m0Hg5250 mT; a51.031026 V m; lg(0)52.1
31027 m; m50.01; bu51; rJ051.131026 V m; hJ52.0
310210 N s/m2; f Jd0553109 Hz.
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tures due to temperature dependent coefficientbu , which
may result in a noticeable reduction of the scaling fieldHg as
compared to the case ofs-wave superconductors. For in
stance, as we found in our simulations, an increase inbu
leads to the appearance of a characteristic upturn in b
Rs(H) andXs(H), and their deviation from a simple powe
law behavior (Rs ,Xs;Hn,n,1), which we indeed observe
in our samples~see experimental data in Fig. 3!. However,
such an anomalous decrease of bothRs(H) andXs(H) in the
nonshunted WL geometry can only be obtained in the lim
of v l J@rJ , which assures that both field dependences ofRs
and Xs of the junction are due to that of the junction res
tivity. Bearing in mind that from physical consideration
parameters such as the low power penetration depthlg(0)
and the grain sizea are allowed to vary within rather narrow
intervals (130<lg<200 nm, 0.1<a<10 mm), we have to
impose quite strict limitations on the value of other para
eters, such asJc andrJn . In fact, the above limit can be wel
satisfied only for rather lowJc (&108 A/m2) and high-
conductivity (rJn&1027 V m) junctions, which are likely
to beSNS-type JJ’s.

It has to be mentioned here that the implications of
d-wave concept in terms of the pair breaking parameterbu
have not yet been confirmed experimentally. For instan

e

FIG. 3. Experimental data onRs(Br f ) and Xs(Br f ) for a high-
quality YBaCuO thin film at~a! T520 K ~the main figure! and~b!
T560 K ~the insets! together with theoretical curves obtaine
within the model. The parameters used for the fitting are
follows: ~a! f 583109 Hz; rs1(0)5131026 V m; Bg5m0Hg

5250 mT; a56.531027 m; lg(0)52.1331027 m; m50.05;
bu51; Jc(0)51.93109 A/m2; rJ055.931028 V m; hJ51.9
310210 N s/m2; f Jd0553109 Hz; ~b! lg(0)52.22
31027 m; Jc(0)51.23109 A/m2; m50.15; rJ055.2
31027 V m. The other parameters are the same as for~a!.
2-4
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decrease of the critical current density or thermodynam
critical field, which is theoretically expected at low temper
tures~due to the expected increase in the value ofbu), have
not yet been found. However, it is well known~see, e.g.,
Refs. 4, 5, and 7! that the microwave anomalies in HTS film
are usually observed at low temperatures~typically below
15–20 K!. Besides, as one can infer from Fig. 4, our mod
predicts a more profound decrease in bothRs(H) andXs(H)
with increasedbu , which is expected at lowT. The increased
value of bu also leads to much better qualitative agreem
with the experimental data at low temperature~see the inset
in Fig. 4!, which might be an indirect indication of the ex
pectedd-wave scenario.

In principle, a correlated decrease ofRs(H) and Xs(H)
can also be obtained in the nonshunted geometry. Howe
in this case a more strict condition,rJ<v l g!v l J , has to be
imposed on the junction parameters. For typical values
lg;231027 m for HTS films, the latter condition mean
that the quasiparticle resistivity of the junctionrJ has to be
&531029 V m, which is comparable to that of the highe
conductivity metals~such as Au, Cu, or Ag!. Though one
could imagine an artificial junction of that type, one c
hardly expect that such WL’s may exist in real HTS mate
als.

As far as the uncorrelated behavior ofRs(H) andXs(H)
is concerned, which is observed for the shunted WL geo

FIG. 4. Simulated results onRs(B) and Xs(B) for the non-
shunted WL geometry in the low-Jc and low-rJ0 limits for various
values ofbu . The ratiov l J(0)/rJ(0), which in this case is the
relevant parameter determining the behavior ofZs(B), is given in
the figure. Other simulation parameters are as follows:f 58
3109 Hz; rs1(0)5131026 V m; Bg5m0; Hg5250 mT; a
52.031026 m; lg(0)52.131027 m; m50.05; Jc(0)51.7
3108 A/m2; rJ055.831028 V m; hJ51.031028 N s/m2; f Jd0

553109 Hz. The insets show experimental data for the oth
YBaCuO film at 15 K.
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etry only, it should be emphasized that this is due to
interplay between the field dependences of the induc
componentv l J and the flux-flow resistivityrJ f of the junc-
tion. Though the quasiparticle resistivityrJ is also field de-
pendent, it does not contribute much in this case since
scaling field forrJ(H) is ;Hcg , which is much higher than
appropriate scaling field forl J(H), which is ;Hc1g . The
major difference of this geometry as compared to the n
shunted WL is that here we can consider the limit of su
ciently higher critical currents (Jc>109 A/m2), which
makes the inductive contributionv l J come into play, and
which is much more realistic regime for high-quality HT
thin films havingJc in excess of 1010 A/m2 at 77 K.

The three types ofRs(H) behavior in Fig. 2 can be ex
plained as follows. For highJc(0) junctions, the limitv l J

<rJ f!rJ is realized, where the overall behavior is govern
by rJ f(H). Note that in this case, as opposed to the n
shunted WL, an increase inrJ f(H) produces a decrease i
Rs(H) ~rather than an increase as in the other geomet!,
since increasingrJ f(H) makes more and more current dive
through the shunting grain, making the total response
and less dissipative. With decreasedJc(0), the inductive
termv l J comes into play, which produces the initial increa
in Rs(H) followed by decrease being again due torJ f(H).
The result of this competition is a maximum inRs(H)
~dashed curve, Fig. 2!. Finally, for low Jc(0) junctions,
when the limitrJ f!v l J!rJ is realized, the overall behavio
is dominated byl J(H), which gives a monotonic increase i
Rs(H), similar to that ofXs(H).

Finally, the shape ofXs(H) is very slightly affected by
the change inJc(0), since the former is mostly sensitive t
the form of l J(H) only, as can be shown by a simplifie
analysis of Eqs.~13! and ~15! in the limit of v l J,rJ f!rJ
~corresponding to the solid curve in Fig. 2!. In the other limit
considered here,rJ f!v l J!rJ , the inductive termv l J(H)
still dominates the response, thoughrJ f(H) leads to a more
linear shape ofXs(H) ~see Fig. 2, dotted line!.

As was mentioned above, despite the fact that the pre
model is a multiparameter theory, the physical arguments
rather strict limitations on the possible values of the para
eters. Basically, it is the low-field junction resistivityrJ0 and
the critical currentJc(0) which produce the whole variety o
the power dependences obtainable in the framework of
model, with the other parameters playing a minor role. F
example, the parameterm which adjusts the relative contri
bution of grains and weak links, does not change qual
tively the field dependences ofRs andXs , and is introduced
here only to adjust the absolute change ofXs , DXs , in order
to make it consistent with the experimental data.

The values of other parameters were taken from the
erature to represent typical values obtained experiment
for high quality YBaCuO thin films. For instance, values f
a, Hc , and Jc(0) can be found in Ref. 17,vdJ and hJ in
Refs. 17, 27, and 28,rJ0 in Ref. 29,t in Ref. 30. Here, the
value for Josephson vortex viscosityhJ , in accordance with
experimental findings of Ashkenazyet al.,28 were taken to be
;2 orders of magnitude lower than the typical value f
Abrikosov vortex viscosity,h;1027 N s/m2. Tolerance of

r
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the simulated results to the parameter range involved was
too strict and therefore the main types ofZs(H) behavior can
reliably be reproduced by slightly varying the input para
eters.

It is an essential feature of the model that the junct
resistivity both in the Meissner staterJ and flux flow regime
rJ f is considered field dependent. The former is especi
important for the nonshunted WL geometry to describe
correlated decrease ofRs(H) andXs(H), whereas the latte
is crucial for the shunted WL geometry. It is worth notin
that under certain conditions the junction resistivity, whi
grows with the field, necessarily leads to the appearanc
the maximum inRs(H), just as we observed for our film
~see Fig. 2, dashed line!. A natural mechanism for this ma
be flux flow within the WL’s, as suggested here, though
different mechanism cannot be not excluded. Here, the fu
tional form of rJ f(H) is rather insignificant, whereas th
general trend~an increase with the field! is crucial.

To summarize the various scenarii of our model,
should emphasize that the uncorrelated anomalies
Rs(Hr f ) and Xs(Hr f ) should be expected in HTS film
containing shunted weak links. The uncorrelated beha
appears to be a characteristic feature of such type of
weak links. Here, the values of the junction critical curre
density,Jc (;1010 A/m2) and the quasiparticle resistivit
rJ0 (;1026 V m) are rather typical for standard high qua
ity YBaCuO films.

As far as the correlated behavior is concerned, the H
film should contain relatively lowJc(;108 A/m2) and low
rJ0 (,1027 V m) weak links, which might be the region
of weakened superconducting properties displaying
hanced~compared to the bulk! normal carrier concentration
and, as a consequence, lowerJc and lowrJ0 values. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no evidence that such ty
of weak links naturally exist in HTS films, but it seems po
sible to fabricate an artificial junction with the aforeme
tioned parameters~with the weak link material being a high
conductivity metal such as Cu, Ag, or Au! to check out the
idea of the correlated anomalous behavior. Here,d-wave na-
ture of the superconducting electrodes of such a junc
should make the anomalous effect quite noticeable~as it is
seen in Fig. 4! due to~significantly! reduced scaling fieldHg
~or greaterbu) for the nonlinear pair breaking in thed-wave
superconductor.

Interestingly, recent dc transport experiments on artific
HTS junctions31 have revealed anomalies in the tunneli
conductance of the junctions. The zero bias conducta
peak ~ZBCP!, which was previously theoretically predicte
for anSNSjunction made ofdx22y2-wave superconductor,32
ss
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p
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was experimentally observed in various HTS materi
~YBaCuO, BSCCO, and LSCO!. This ZBCP is a result of the
constructive interference between quasiparticles incident
reflected~due to Andreev reflection! from the grain-junction
interface, and is possible only for a superconductor displ
ing zero energy bound states at the Fermi level~in order
words,d-wave pairing!. It would an interesting task for the
future research to find out whether those transport anoma
have something in common with the microwave anoma
observed in HTS thin films.

In conclusion, the magnetic fieldH dependence of the
surface impedance,Zs5Rs1 jXs , of a Josephson weak link
is simulated for two geometries; when the junction is shun
by another third grain, and for a nonshunted junction. In b
cases, an anomalous behavior ofZs(H) is observed. In the
case of the nonshunted junction, the correlated decreas
Rs(H) andXs(H) is predicted which is due to a decreasin
quasiparticle resistivity of the junctionrJ being modulated
by the field via the nonlinear pair breaking mechanism.

In the shunted junction geometry, nonmonotonic behav
in Rs(H) andXs(H) also arises, in this case being due to t
junction resistivityrJ f increasing with the field. The mecha
nism for such an increase is assumed to be flux flow in w
links.

It is worth noting that the Josephson junction like prop
ties of HTS may not necessarily be due to the gra
boundary effects, since they have also been seen in
quality single crystals~see, e.g., Ref. 33! with rather high
I cRn values. This might suggest that such properties are
intrinsic feature of the metal oxides owing to their compl
pairing mechanism and extremely short coherence lengtj.

The model presented here gives rather good qualita
~and in some cases even quantitative! description of the un-
usual features inZs(H) of HTS reported so far.5,4,7,8 How-
ever, we may not disregard some experimental observat
@such as correlated decrease ofRs(H) andXs(H), as well as
an extremely high sensitivity of the anomalousZs(H) behav-
ior to relatively weak (;100 Oe) dc magnetic fields8#
which might originate from the unconventional pairin
mechanisms and complicated charge transfer mechanism
HTS materials.
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